Ego Psychology was almost considered synonymous with American Psychoanalysis from the 1940’s to the 1970’s. Although it has lost its predominant place, many of the basic underlying conceptions of ego psychology continue to pervade contemporary psychoanalytic thinking, and have even become part of the thinking of prominent psychoanalytic writers from Europe and South America. Further, in recent years, a major revision of psychoanalytic technique based on ego psychological principles has become accepted as adding depth to many psychoanalytic perspectives.

Ego Psychology can be seen as the branch of psychoanalysis that fully elaborated and developed Freud’s structural model of the mind, but it is more than that. It launched new ways of thinking about psychoanalytic theory and technique. Ego psychology represents an integrated view of the structure of the mind, psychopathology, development, and technique. Throughout the seminar we will try to introduce this vast topic, recognizing that a thorough study would take a much longer period of time.

February 11: The origins of structural theory and overview of Ego Psychology (Busch)

Week 1: As a result of this learners will be able to: identify Freud's original conceptualization of the structural model and explain his revised model of anxiety


February 18: The Hartmann Era (Busch)

Week 2: As a result of this, learners will be able to: analyze both the contributions and limitations to American Ego Psychology of Hartmann and his collaborators.


February 25: Early Ego Psychology (Gomberg)

Week 3: As a result of this, learners will be able to: explain Anna Freud’s justification for focusing on the ego, recognize the various defense mechanisms, and differentiate the different types of anxiety (superego, objective, and instinctual).
Anna Freud. The Ego and the Mechanisms of Defense, Chapters 1-5. [Available in Library]

Optional:

March 3 The Development of Modern Ego Psychology (Busch)

Week 4: As a result of this, learners will be able to: explain why there might be a delay in applying theory about the importance of the ego to psychoanalytic technique, and how a revised technique can facilitate id analysis as well.


March 10: The Height of Classical Ego Psychology in America (Gomberg)

Week 5: As a result of this learners will be able to: analyze how ego psychologists attempted to integrate various strands of Freud’s theories (structural, topographical, economic, drive theory) under a general psychology, explain new concepts such as regression in the service of the ego, and review how new information from developmental studies were also integrated under ego psychology.


March 17: Second Generation American Ego Psychology

Week 6: As a result of this learners will be able to: identify how one second generation American Ego Psychologists (Charles Brenner) further developed and changed some basic Ego Psychological concepts.

Charles Brenner, The Mind in Conflict,
   Summary of Chapter 4 on pp. 70-71, [Available in Library]
   Chapter 5 (Defense) pp. 72-92 [Available in Library]
   Chapter 7 (Compromise Formation), pp. 109-119 [Available in Library]

March 24: Contemporary Modern Ego Psychology, Focus on Theory of Technique (Busch)

Week 7: As a result of this learners will be able to: apply contemporary Ego Psychology’s theories to analytic technique.


**March 31: Modern Ego Psychology in Context (Gomberg)**

**Week 8**: As a result of this learners will be able to: articulate contemporary Ego Psychology’s place in the variety of psychoanalytic schools, and recognize what differentiates it and what is common with other approaches.
